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North Korean bunker, but is forced out by North
Korean counterattacks under a rain of artillery fire.
Dave, in a last-ditch attempt to save the Marines,
sends the 2nd Airborne Battalion in to silence the

guns. C Company breaks through the bunkers with no
casualties and sits on their heels while the rest of the
battalion forces the North Korean soldiers to retreat

back into the woods. At the bottom of the hill, it breaks
up into small sections, deploying points of egress, so
that artillery will not target the attacking force and

that the other Marines will not be ambushed. "Artillery
fire on them will destroy them," Dave assures Gregory,
but Gregory insists that he will not shoot them. "Forget
it," he replies. "No one can face their own artillery. I'll

take care of it," he assures Gregory and the rest of the
Marines. "We'll take care of it," Michael repeats, after

he finds out that Gregory has received orders to
advance with the Marines. "We can't do this." Gregory
replies. "We've got to finish this!" He then calls Steve,
giving him orders to withdraw and not to use artillery.
"If this fails, we are finished. We are going back to the
base. Understood?" Steve asks. "Roger that, General,"

Gregory says as he and the Marines sit in their
positions waiting for the inevitable artillery fire.
Gregory then makes his way back to the other

Marines, when one of his Marine officers is killed by
artillery fire. The Marines then decide that they will
hold their position and do nothing unless the North
Koreans begin the attack. "We have been Â . In the

fourth episode of the first season, Jerry volunteers for
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a mission to capture the Daeso Nan Suncuk
Insunmaeol, the capital of the principal enemy on the
peninsula, the DPRK. Jerry is sent to Seoul, where the

captured enemy soldier was used to interrogate a
North Korean agent who also gives the U.S.

commandos an audio tape of a phone call between
Pyongyang and the American embassy demanding the
U.S. withdraw its troops from the South. The American

commandos then plan to pretend to rescue a U.S.
diplomat by pretending to be South Korean. While the

Marines are ready to capture the embassy, Jerry
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